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Statement
I wish to thank members of the EAJS for the trust expressed by my nomination as a candidate
for the office of Secretary of our organization for the next election period. Although I was not
seeking office and the nomination came as a surprise, I accept gladly and offer my experience
and ability however modest to the services of an organization whose mission I treasure and
whose importance I deeply appreciate.
At the start of my own academic career I myself benefited greatly from the collegial
atmosphere, friendly exchanges and informal contacts that the EAJS conferences, PhD
workshops and networking initiatives created. EAJS played a key role in initiating me into the
scholarly community and made me feel a welcome member of it. But even after clinching a
stable job I have kept coming back. Given that most of us carry on our research in small
departments where often no one else shares the same disciplinary background combined with
a focus on East Asia, EAJS to most of us has become the nearest indispensable faculty lobby
where we return to continue the interrupted discussions and update ourselves on what
colleagues have been reading and writing behind the otherwise closed doors down the
corridor. I feel strongly that those of us who have enjoyed this privileged and sustaining
environment at key moments of our professional paths have a responsibility to keep the same
launchpad in at least as good a state of maintenance as we ourselves once found it. I hope I
can make a contribution to this task.
Beyond servicing its own members, of course, EAJS has another, even more critical task, that
of serving as a bridge between our area-specific scholarship and the societies in which we
work as educators and researchers. Although our membership has a truly global composition
and presence, the ‘European’ tag must mean more than the habitual location of our
conference venues. ‘Europe’ is not only the geographic and institutional space within which
many of us operate, it is also a problem and challenge we face as students of things nonEuropean. Making Europe into a less parochially self-centred and historically myopic place
must come from mediating perspectives, experiences and knowledge that are of nonEuropean and non-western provenience and ultimately making these into a part of
mainstream debates, popular awareness and basic education. There is no need to
overestimate our modest role in this daunting process, but by giving the disciplines connected
to Japanese studies a critical mass and visibility on this continent, with the help of our many
overseas colleagues, EAJS has the potential of helping to make this happen. It would be an
honour for me to have a small administrative part in this undertaking.
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